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We, Hindustan Cork (HC), are one of the leading manufacturers of cork
products in India. Our group of industries are into this business since
generations.
We strive hard to produce the best quality products by regularly
upgrading our plant & machinery which is imported from West Germany,
Austria & United States of America to provide our customers with
outstanding products to maintain their priceless faith in us.
Our raw materials are imported from Japan, Korea, Portugal, Spain &
Italy, which are renowned for the best quality of virgin raw material for fine
processing and production of cork and cork products.
We have an in-house laboratory calibrated by NABL approved agencies
to keep a close supervision on the quality of our products at each & every
stage of manufacturing.
Also, not only the maintenance of the previous quality is ensured but
also, a dedicated team of R&D works continuously for the betterment of
the quality for improved results and happy customers!
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At Hindustan Cork , our business range involves manufacturing of
the following: Our specialty
Plain / Rubberized Cork Sheet
Cork Insoles , Cork Cushions
Plain / Rubberized Gaskets
NBR /Nitrile / Silicone/Neoprene/Viton ‘O’Rings, Cords, Moulded
Frames & Gaskets

These products are traditionally used in transformer industries,
electrical industries, auto Industries and footwear industries
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Our objective is to take the cork industry to an all new level of fine
cork production where these cork products would be used more
extensively in day to day life and in a more user friendly manner
so as to meet the needs of the industries wherein our materials
are used.
In order to achieve this goal, we have invested so heavily in the
machinery, skilled labourers and the methods of production that
we are considered one of the apex company producing the finest
cork products in India with a respectable number of loyal
customers and a good name in the market.
Hindustan Cork , has been found to confirm to the quality
management systems standards: ISO 9001,14001 & 18001
certified company approved by AQM.
Also, we claim to be one of the most renowned and prestigious
company that supplies customized, reliable and economical
products to the electrical, auto, transformer and footwear
industries.
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Item
No.

Name of products

1.

Automotive &
Transformers Industry

Rubberized Cork Sheets / Gasket /
Components / Frames

2.

Nitrile Rubber

Nitrile Rubber Sheets / Gaskets /
Cord / O Rings / Components.

3.

Neoprene Rubber

Nitrile Rubber Sheets / Gaskets /
Cord / O Rings / Components.

4.

Viton Rubber

Nitrile Rubber Sheets / Gaskets /
Cord / O Rings / Components.

5.

Stationery

Bulletin boards

6.

Industrial

Frictional components

7.

Packing

Granulated cork.

8.

Auto Industry

Agglomerated Cork Sheets for
gaskets /clutch

9.

Footwear Industry

Cork Insole, Cushions
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Composition cork sheets are made of virgin clean
granulated cork mixed with resin binder, which is
compressed to form a block, then split into
sheets. These sheets have properties of good
resistance to water, oil and solvent also, they are
known for good compressibility characteristics.
The products accords with IS: 4253 part I 1980
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Cork floor tile is made from natural cork granules.
These are basically, the high-grade resilient floor tiles.
These products accords with international standard ISO 3813.
These tiles are popular amongst the current generations these days
as cork has the special cell structure of porous thin wall cell that is non
slippery and anti- vibrating. This is of great advantage for the user’s
health and comfort.
The product has also many other properties, such as insulating heat
and sound, insulation, no static electricity, resistance to liquids (water,
oil, dilute acid, soap liquid etc.) not mildewing, isolating moisture, nonpoisonous, easy paving and cleaning, good decorative effect etc.
This floor tile is suitable to home, high grade guesthouse, meeting
room, library, broadcasting studio, kinder garden, computer room,
hospital, bath room, test room etc.
This product is specially suitable for the places that requires quiet,
non-slippery, water and moisture resistant surroundings.
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Cork is the bark of the cork oak tree. This tree produces a layer of cork every
9 years, so taking the bark off does not kill the tree. The bark is then used to
make wine corks. The process of manufacturing wine corks results in corks
and cork waste. 70% of the bark ends up as cork waste. Granulated cork is
made from only the waste by-product of industrial cork production.
Cork grains are used for a variety of industrial components such as batteries,
various fillers, insulators, or as compounds to be mixed with other materials.
Granulated cork is natural and light in weight. Exact mesh sizes and
densities are produced to meet customer’s specifications and requirements.
HC works with customers to ensure correct mesh size and densities to meet
specific needs. HC supplies cork grain in many different sizes ranging from
the finest “powder” to large 12mm (1/2”) chips. Cork grain is also available
in either a light natural color or a dark brown color. It is normally packed
loose in bags or compressed in bales
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Most machines cause vibrations which can create uncomfortable working
condition and an intolerable atmosphere. These vibrations may also decrease
the machinery's life. High density expanded agglomerate planks of cork are a
very efficient means of insulating machines and muffling vibrations.
Sound-Deadening Cork
Due to its low conductivity of sound and vibrations, cork has one of the best
insulating capacities of natural materials. It absorbs noises that improves
acoustics in the room and insulates against both inside and outside noises.
Anti-Static Sheets and Pads
Any static sensitive machinery or equipment should be placed on cork sheets
to avoid electrical influences caused by potential static.
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We are a prominent organization, which is engaged in manufacturing and
supplying Nitrile/Neoprene/Viton/Silicone cords, O Rings, Gaskets, Strips,
Frames , Moulded etc as per the customer specification, design, required by
them according to the BIS 2751 Grade BR60,BR70 & BR 80.
We use the best grade imported Raw Material to offer our customers the
material as per their specification/requirements. We ensure its flexibility, very
good tensile & stability for its durable, suitable use in Auto, Electric &
Transformers Industry.
Prior to dispatch our quality controllers check the end products to ensure their
defect- free nature.
These are highly appreciated by our clients for their durability, high
performance and efficiency.
The materials can perform on temperature range from -20° C to +200° C.
Our offered range is known for having a low compression set and high
temperature and chemical resistance.
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Rubberized cork sheets are made of virgin clean granulated cork
mixed with Nitrile or Neoprene,which is compressed to form a block,
then split into sheets.
Cork Rubber is a product with unique characteristics and applications
in a wide range of industries, notably automotive, electrical equipment,
gas, construction, surfacing, industrial equipment, transformers and railway industries.
Cork Rubber combines the compressibility and recovery characteristics of cork with the
flexibility and shelf life of rubber, making it an excellent product for sealing
applications. The materials are manufactured with various binders in a banbury
process. Nitrile and neoprene are common binders used, but special synthetic rubbers
like, Silicone can further enhance material performance.
As in the past, we would be pleased to assist you in identifying the products that best
meets your specifications.
All grade are available in machines shaped and die cut parts made to your drawing and
specification.
The Products confirms to IS 4253 Part II 2008 RC 70 C & RC 80 C Grade
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Cork Insoles are made from 100% natural
cork. Cork Insoles are slipped into the
shoes for added cushioning and shock
absorption. Cork Insoles are also highly
absorbent, durable and are naturally
odour resistant, making them the ideal
choice for any shoe. Available in Adult
sizes 1 to 14 in men's sizing. For women's
sizes, we recommend to order two sizes
down, but we have the capability of
producing them in all sizes. Adjustments
can be made to the insole by easily be
cutting down to size as per customer’s
requirement
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We have been working for our goodwill from
past many years and so we are known to
produce the best.
Our passion and goal is to supply to the
prestigious and renowned companies in the
world and not only earn the profits. This makes
us work hard for better quality and economical
deals.
We customize our products according to the
customer needs.
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We have the latest updated machinery and technology
to produce as per customer satisfaction.
Our primary aim is to gain the priceless faith of our
customers and maintain a healthy association with
them. To achieve this aim, we go out of our way to
satisfy the customer needs and maintain good relations
with them.
We have never had a soiled image in the industry and
we have been known only for our improvements over
the years. Also, we got the best testimonials for our
company from not only our old and loyal customers but
also our new breed of customers.
In a nutshell, our perfect products speak for our
promising work that we would be serving you with.
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ABB Group
Areva T & D India Ltd.
Alstom
BHEL
Bharat Bijliee
Crompton Greaves Ltd.
Emco Ltd.
ECE Ltd.
Schneider
Transformers & Rectifiers
Voltamp Transformers
Kirloskar
Railways

Siemens

NTPC

United Transformers Electric Co.

Federal Transformers

Global Transformers

Voltamp Oman

Al-Ahleia Switchgear co.

Imp Transformers

S Amorims

Kotsons

Marsons

Alanta Transformers
Etc………..
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Power grid Corporation Of India
BHEL
NTPC
NHPC
RDSO
Railways
PSEB
Rajasthan Rajya Vidhut Prasaran Nigam Ltd.
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MANUFACTURING PLANT ADDRESS:

CONTACT NUMBERS:

B-2 Khasra No.1641,
1642 M.I.E Part-B,
Delhi Rohtak Road,
Bhadurgarh,
Haryana
India.
00-91-9810193139
00-91-9871917024
00-91-11-40516557
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POSTAL ADDRESS: E-282,
Naraina Vihar,
New Delhi -110028
India
PHONE NUMBERS: 00-91-9810193139
00-91-9871917024
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